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Dear Legislators of the Children and Families Committee, 
 
I write this letter in support of HB 2137, the Protective Parent Reform Act. As some of you may know, 
my parental rights were terminated for reporting physical and sexual abuse to my children by their 
father. Since the boys were 3 and 4 I have done what the systems of SRS, the courts, law enforcement, 
and law requires of me to do to do that-Protect them. I am not the only one who has tried to protect 
them. The boys’ maternal Grandfather repoted with documented incidents in detail to the SRS/EMCU. 
There are other professionals who reported the sexual and physical abuse of my children to include the 
boys’ former play therapist who specializes in these kinds of children’s issues, the boys’ medical doctor, 
a court appointed Special Investigator/Psychologist  who stated that ther was, “definitely something 
sexual that has occurred between this father and these children. Wichita Children’s Home staff who 
supervised my visits while the boys were with their father, until an evidentiary hearing could be held, 
reported three times to SRS/EMCU and WPD. My oldest son reported to his therapist from Reno CO. on 
January 20th, 2009 after telling me details of sexual abuse by his father to him, and his brother in heart 
renching  detail. He told a Reno CO. Detective who was at the therapist’s office on January 20th, 2009. He 
reported the physical and sexual abuse to an EMCU detective in Sedgwick CO. who ignored his cries for 
help. SRS ignored them. My crime for having supervised visits, was that I reported abuse due to a court 
order from January 11th, 2008 where the court approved the case manager’s recommended order that, 
“respondent nor her family shall report abuse to SRS, therapist(boys’), school, or DENTIST.” When in fact 
my son at age eight finally found the courage to talk about the abuse after years of enduring it. He 
reported and acted out things during WCH visits. “I tell and I tell and I tell, and nobody will help us.” The 
same EMCU detective interviewed my children in a few past reports made. There were many more 
made and “screened out” by SRS. In 2005 a daycare provider reported to SRS?EMCU that my oldest son 
was gagging himself when trying to lay the kids down for a nap. He was gagging himself at 4 years old 
and stated, “I am sick from the finger fucking.” SRS/EMCU screened this out and accused me of coaching 
then. Although his father had dropped him off that day and had they had been with their father in a 
shared custody arrangement. SRS illegally took my children at the order of a Judge in family court. SRS 
knew of the Court appointed Psychologists Investigative findings and they knew about the reports made 
by the WCH and that I had been supervised. The judge on September 10th,2009 ordered my children go 
to SRS custody and Mr. Rosproy was invited to that hearing, but my own attorney did not invite me. The 
Judge falsely marked that  SRS had “…offered services to maintain the family unit…” which is a blatant 
lie. On September 11th,2009 SRS took my kids into custody and I had no 72 hour hearing as required by 
law. The Sedgwick CO. DA’s office was notified about this case four different times by three different 
individuals and refused to help me and my boys or prosecute. Then they “unsubstantiated” both of us 
and wrote a CINC Petition and went on with the case. My children belong with me. Everyone knew it, to 
include Topeka Legislators and now the Juvenile Court has Terminated my parental Rights stating I am 
crazy and have emotionally abused my children for 6 years. There is no evidence of emotional abuse or 
any kind of abuse by me. There is plenty of evidence that there is abuse of physical, sexual, and 
emotional by the boys’ father and the “Systems” involved. They have covered up for a child molester 
and given him custody. They have defamed my character, slandered me, lied about me, and suppressed 
all my evidence that presents the TRUTH, and worked together to do so. It has been said, by a legislator 
that talking about corruption, conspiracy and fraud only discredits you. I say, if you deny that fact then 
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you are a part of it or ignorant of the truth. In Ecclesiates 5:8 it says, “If you see the oppression of the 
poor and the violent taking away of justice and righteousness in the state or province, do not marvel at 
the matter. [Be SURE that there are those who will attend to it] for a higher officialthan the high is 
observing, and higher ones are over them.” I would like to present some scripture to you that was 
spoken by Jesus Himself. Many of you claim to be Christians so I believe that means you believe in the 
Word of God. Jesus sais in Matthew 7: 15 “Beware of false prophets (Christians-emphasis added) who 
come to you dressed as sheep, but inside they are ravening wolves. 16 You will fully recognize them by 
their fruits. Do people pick grapes from thorns, or figs from thistles? 17Even so, every healthy tree bears 
good fruit [worthy of admiration], but the sickly (decaying, worthless) tree bears bad (worthless) fruit. 
18 A good [healthy] tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a bad [evil] tree bear excellent fruit. 19 Every 
tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and cast into the fire.” 20 Therefore you will fully know 
them by their fruits. 
What kind of tree are you personally? As a committee, what kind of fruit are you producing and what 
kind of fruit, if any, have you produced? For years this problem has grown larger and larger in spite of 
the many years it has been presented before all of you. Children are dying, Federal groups in 
Washington are talking about parents who molest their children and they are talking about “Conspiracy, 
and cover ups to protect the ‘systems.’” If you can not see the fruit that has and still is being produced in 
Kansas then I would have to say you are blind or part of it. Which tree are you? Take time to think about 
that.  Finally I would like you to hear the words of Christ concerning children. In Matthew 18:1 -7 1 At 
that time the disciples came up and asked Jesus, Who then is the greatest in the Kingdom of heaven? 2 
And He called a little child to Himself and put him in the midst of them, 3 And said, Truly I say to you, 
unless you repent [change, turn about] and become like little children [trusting, lowly, loving, forgiving] 
you can never enter the kingdom of heaven. 4 Whoever humbles himself therefore and become like this 
little child [trusting, lowly, loving, forgiving] is greatest in the kingdom of heaven. 5 And whoever 
receives and welcomes one little child for My sake and in My Name receives and accepts and welcomes 
Me. 6 But whoever causes one of these little ones who believe and acknowledge and cleave to Me to 
stumble and sin [that is, who entices him or hinders him in right conduct or thought], it would be better 
for him to have a great millstone fastened around his neck and to be sunk in the depth of the sea. 7 Woe 
to the world for such temptations to sin and influences to do wrong! It is necessary that temptation 
come, but woe to the person on whose account or by whom the temptation comes!” 
My point is that children are being forced to live with abusers and molesters, and no one for years will 
do the right thing to stop it! These children are being shown how to do wrong and how to sin against 
God. This State has allowed it for many, many, many years. If you do not support this bill, that will say 
allot about you and your fruit. Helping to destroy children is not where we want to be, but that is where 
we are at and have been. Fruit is action but it can also be inaction. Not producing good in spite of the 
fact that this is happening to Kansas children over and over again, says that we have allot of rotten 
trees. I fear for those who will follow wrong concerning children and loving and protective parents being 
denied their gifts from God. I fear for those who would say no to protecting the children, my children 
too, and walk away as if all is well. My prayer is that you all would use Godly wisdom and support this 
right to protect our children! May God be with my children and all children caught in a system of 
deception and lies that is purposely and knowingly destroying them. We will be watching the fruit of all 
involved. From the high official to the higher ones running this “Business,” that is causing children to be 
molested, abused, and terrified daily. My children are gifts from Almighty God! Is the state wiser than 
God? I believe the hurting families, parents, and mostly the children have answered that question. 
Please support HB 2137 and do what the last word in the bill says, “ACT.” Thank you for your time and 
your hearts to consider the truth of what is happening. 
 
Sincerely, Valerie J. Rosproy  


